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Abstract--A nonstandard finite element method for hyperbolic systems of partial differential equations 
is presented. The method applies to Friedrichs type systems in several space dimensions and more general 
systems in one space dimension. It is shown to be more accurate, by a factor ofO(h i/2), than the standard 
Galerkin method. The method may be viewed as a combination of a Galerkin procedure and a least 
squares procedure with optimally chosen weights. It is also a minimum dispersion method. A feature of 
the method is that due to the nonstandard structure of the weak formulation, the same test and trial spaces 
may be used. 
We consider the hyperbolic system 
u, + Au = f 
where 
1. PREL IMINARIES  
1.1. Introduction 
for x~f lcR"  and t>O,  (1) 
2_ 
A = ~ AiO/Oxi + B, 
i=l 
Ai(x) and B(x) are m x m matrices, and u and  f are Rm-valued functions of x and t. Here we study 
the problem of finding the solution u(x, t) for x~ ~ and t ~ [0, T] of equation (1), the initial 
condition 
u(x, 0) = u0(x) for x E 12 (2) 
and the boundary condition 
K(x)u(x , t )=0 for xeF  and t~(0, T], (3) 
where T is the final time of interest and K(x) is a given r x m matrix with r ~< m. We assume that 
the problem (1)-(3) is well posed; in particular we assumed that the matrix K(x) is compatible with 
the operator A and that the elements of K, B, A; and ~Aff~xj, i , j  = 1 . . . . .  n are uniformly bounded 
on ~ x[0, T]. 
Concerning the approximation of the initial value problem for equation (1), it was shown in Ref. 
[1] that for n = 1 and m = 1, the ordinary Galerkin approximation is L2-optimal when one uses 
finite element spaces consisting of smoothest splines on uniform meshes. However, in Ref. [2] it 
was shown that L2-optimality cannot be obtained in general, even on uniform meshes. Stability 
results for the Cauchy problem for equation (1) were also established in Refs [3-5]. 
In the case of initial-boundary value problems, the treatment of the boundary cgnditions 
becomes crucial for stability; see Ref. [6]. The presence of the boundary may also cause a loss of 
accuracy on nonuniform eshes. In Refs [7, 8] different test and trial spaces were used to guarantee 
the stability and improve the convergence rate of the approximation. However, these one- 
dimensional results are seemingly difficult to extend to either higher dimensional cases or to more 
general classes of systems. One reason for this is that it is difficult to make compatible the 
dimensions of the test and trial spaces. 
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Here we Consider a method for gaining extra accuracy over the ordinary Galerkin procedure. 
The method may be viewed as an optimally weighted combination of a Galerkin method and a 
least squares method. Related schemes in the case n = 1 have been studied in Refs [9-12]. 
1.2. Function Spaces, Inner Products and Norms 
Let ~ denote an open bounded set in R ~ with a piecewise smooth boundary F. Given a symmetric 
m x m matrix G = G(x), x ~ fl, which is uniformly positive definite and has uniformly bounded 
elements, we define the inner product and norm 
(u,v)~ fa(vrGu)dx and liUlIG (u, ''~1" -~ UlG , 
respectively, for any u, v e L 2 (Q) = [L2(£~)] m. The standard inner product and norm for L 2 (fl) are 
denoted by (., .) and II. II0, respectively. Clearly the norms [1" [[0 and II" [1~ are equivalent so that there 
exists a positive constant #o < 1 such that 
~ltu l l0~ < Ilull~</~G I Ilull0 forall uEL2(I2). (4) 
For matrices we will use the matrix norms induced by the vector norms I[" II0 and II'll~, using 
the same notation for the matrix norms as for the corresponding vector norms. 
We will denote by lUlk and liullk the usual seminorm and norm, respectively, for elements u
belonging to the Sobolev space Hk(t2) = [Hk(t2)] m. See, e.g. Ref. [13]. Also, for functions u ~ H I (fl) 
we define the boundary norm 
/ (' \1/2 
) 
We also define the subspace 
S=(ueHl ( f l ) lKu=0 for xeF) .  
We let A 0 = A - B denote the principal part of the operator A. The fact that the elements of 
the matrices Al, i = 1 . . . . .  n, are bounded implies that there exists a constant #o such that 
IIA°ull6-..<~lu[i foraU ueHl ( f l ) .  (5) 
For functions u E S we define the norm 
I l u l l  = ( [ lu l l~+~l lA°u l l2+ Ilull0,r)2 1/2 
for some positive parameter ($. 
We denote by S h a regular family of finite element subspaces of S, parametrized by a parameter 
h such that 0 < h < 1. We assume that the following standard approximation property holds on 
sh: there is a constant #A > 0 such that for any u ~Hk+l(fl) 
inf (ll u -  v h ILo + h lu -  vhh) ~< ~Ah k+~lulk+~, (6) 
vhcS ~ 
where h denotes the maximum diameter of any of the finite elements associated with S h. This 
hypothesis holds [14], for example, for piecewise kth degree polynomial finite element spaces based 
on regular triangulations of ft. Also, we have the inverse inequality [14], for some constant #1 > 0, 
Ivhh..<~,h -IIIvhll0 forall  vh~S *. (7) 
Also, for functions u E H 1 (fl) we have [15] that for some constant #r > 0 
II u II0,r ~< ~,(h-1/= II u II0 + h'21 u h). (8) 
Throughout, C will denote a constant independent of h, with possibly different values in each 
appearance. 
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1.3. Bilinear Forms and the G-F Boundary Condition 
First, define the bilinear form 
J(u, v) -- ~ v r GAlni u dx, 
where n~ denotes the ith component of the outer normal to F. We will refer to the boundary 
condition (3) for the system (1) as a G-F boundary condition if there exists a symmetric positive 
definite matrix G(x) such that 
G, G - t and the first derivatives of G are all uniformly bounded for x ~ ~; (9) 
GA~ = A~G for i = 1 . . . . .  n; (10) 
and there exists a constant ?: > 0 such that J(u, u) t> vJII u [[0:.r for all u e S. (11) 
From the above definition we see that the I - F  boundary condition, i.e. one that satisfies condition 
(93--(11) with G = L is in fact the classical boundary condition of Friedrichs [16]. For n > 1, the 
condition (10) requires that the matrices At, i = 1 . . . .  , n, be simultaneously diagonalizable. This 
restriction is, of course, extremely severe and therefore for n > 1 we are dealing, for all practical 
purposes, only with the case G = L i.e. with the Friedrichs type boundary condition. For n = 1, 
G-F boundary conditions are discussed in Refs [6, 17, 18]. 
Concerning the lower order term in equation (1), we assume that there exists a constant ?~ > 0 
such that 
where 
(u, Bu)~?Bl[ul[~ for all u~S, (12) 
B = GB - ~ ~ x -  (GA~). 
I. i= 1 OXi 
We can, in fact, assume that condition (12) holds without loss of generality; for if condition (12) 
is not true for a given B, then the transformation u = fie x  `changes ystem (13 into 
fit+ A°fi+ Bfi=e-Xtf, where B=B + zI (13) 
and thus, by choosing X > 0 large enough, condition (12) will hold for the transformed system (13). 
Therefore we simply assume that condition (12) holds in general and drop the hat notation. Note 
that for the stationary problem A u = f one cannot, of course, use the above time dependent 
transformation; thus, in this case, one cannot avoid dealing with problems for which the matrix 
B does not satisfy condition (12). We will return to this issue in Section 2 below. ', 
With the system (1) and the boundary condition (3) we associate, for some matrix G and scalar 
8, the bilinear form 
a(u,v)=(Au, v+6A°v)o, for u, veS.  
Having defined the norm I[" II and the bilinear form a(.,.), we have the following result. 
Lemma 1 
Let At, B and dA~/dxj, i,j = 1 . . . . .  n, be uniformly bounded and Ai be symmetric for i = 1 . . . . .  n. 
Further, suppose that the boundary condition (3) is a G-F boundary condition for some matrix 
G and that condition (12) is satisfied. Then there exists a constant ? > 0 such that for 6 sufficiently 
small 
a(u, u)/> ? II u II =. (143 
Proof. Let/~ = l[ B IIG. If p # 0, i.e. B # 0, one easily sees that condition (10) implies that 
a(u, n) = (Bu, u) + 6 II Z°u 113 + 6(Bu, h°u3~ + J(u, u) 
so that, using conditions (5), (113 and (12), 
a(u, u)~> (?s -4 /~ 23 Ilu[l~ + 6(1 - ! ) / IA°u l l~  + ?jl[ull~.r, 
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for any s > 0. Thus, by taking s = 27s/132 and 6 ~< ?s//~ 2, we have that condition (14) holds with 
y = rain[t, ?s, 2y~]/2. If ~8 = 0, we again recover condition (14), for any 6 > 0, with now 
? = min[?s, ?j]. • 
If in the above lemma we do not require that condition (11) holds, then one may prove that there 
exists a constant ? > 0 such that a(u, e)>/y IIu II 2 -  ~ II u II 2 for some constant x. 
1.4. A Related Stationary Problem 
We consider the related problem 
Aw=f  for x~f2 and Kw=0 for xzF .  (15) 
Of course, the steady state problem (15) may be of interest in its own right. Define whys h by 
a (w h, v h) = (f, v h + 6A °vh)o for all v h z S h. (16) 
We are then led to the following estimate for the difference w-  w h. 
Theorem 1 
Let the hypotheses of Lemma 1 and conditions (7) and (8) hold. Then, for w ~ Hk+t(fa), 6 = ph, 
p > 0 a constant, and h sufficiently small 
II w - w h II0 ~< Chk+'/21Wlk+t  O(hk+'), (17) 
IIA°(w -- w h) II0 ~< Chklwlk+l + O(hk+'/2), (18) 
IIw - wh II0,r ~< Ch*+l/21wlk+l + O(hk+t), (19) 
where the constant C > 0 is independent of h and w. 
Proof For all v* ¢ S h we have that a(w - w*, v h) = 0. Let t /=  w - ~, and ~, = w h _ ~, for arbitrary 
~h¢ Sh; then a(~ h, v*)= a(th v h) for all vhz S h. Setting v h = ~h, it follows from Lemma 1 that 
Y [I ~h [[2 ~< la(~,, ~h)l = la(t/, ~h) l = I (A°t/, ~h)G + (B~, ~h)G -at- 6(A°th A°~h)G °t- 6(Btl, A°~h)~TI 
2J(~, (1 ) ~,) <<. Ch)_ ~q_~tl, 6,/2AO~h --2c(t/, +l(Btl ,~h)o+6(A°thA°~h)o+6(B,,A°~*)o l, 
where 
C011 , V)= 1 f vT ~ ~ (GAi)u" (20) 2j~ ,=l 
With the repeated use of the inequality ab <~ sa 2 + b2/(4s) which holds for arbitrary s > O, one 
obtains 
II~hll2--< C ((1 + 6 +~)II,111~+ al,/l~+ 11'7 II0:.r), (21) 
where we have used the facts that the elements of the matrices A~, B and G and the derivatives 
of A~ and G are bounded. In condition (21), the constant C depends on A~, B, G, ?, go, /~ and 
#1 but not on 6 or h. 
With conditions (4), (8) and the triangle inequality, condition (21) first yields that 
(1  6,/2 1 )  I Iw-whllo<<.C(tl/=+h'/=)ltth+C ~7~+1+ +6+~ IIt/ll0, (22) 
where C now additionally depends on #,. Setting 6 = ph and using condition (6) then yields 
condition (17) with a constant C depending additionally on /** and p. In a similar manner 
conditions (18) and (19) may be derived from condition (21). • 
A few remarks concerning the above theorem and its proof are in order. First, from the above 
proof, i.e. condition (22), we can easily see why taking 6 = O(h) is the best choice with regards 
to obtaining the maximum accuracy. In fact, one may clearly choose 6 = h, i.e. p = 1, in the above 
proof. Next, when 6 = O(1) or 6 ffi O(h2), the same worse convergence rate is obtained as for the 
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ordinary Galerkin method, i.e. condition (16) with 6 = 0. Also note that the only reasons why h 
need be taken sufficiently small is so that ~ = ph is small enough for Lemma 1 to hold and, of 
course, for conditions (6) and (8) to be valid. Finally, in the one-dimensional case, i.e. n = 1, II A°u II0 
and l uh are equivalent whenever A I is nonsingular; therefore, in this case, (18) provides an estimate 
with an optimal convergence rate with respect o the H ~ (I2) seminorm. 
It was noted above that if one is interested in the steady state problem in its own right, then 
the condition (12) may not always be satisfied. However, in case (12) does not hold, one may obtain 
the following result. 
Proposition 1 
Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 1 hold, except for condition (12). Also assume that 
whenever e satisfies a(e, v*) = 0 for all v h e S h, then for some positive constant C and for any E > 0, 
II e II0 ~< C81/2+' II A °e II0. 
Then the estimates (17)-(19) of Theorem 1 hold. • 
The following corollary will be needed when we consider discretizations of condition (1). 
Corollary 1 
Let u(x, t) be a given function such that for any fixed t/> 0, u(., t) e Hk+l(f2). For any fixed time 
t/> 0, let Wh(X, t) E S h be the solution of 
a(w h, v h) = a(u, v h) for all v h E S h. 
Then 
and 
II o - w h Iio ~ Chk+~/21Ulk+~  O(h TM) 
II u,  - -  w h I[0 ~< chk+l/2lUtlk+l q-o(hk+l) • 
Proof. The first estimate is simply a restatement of condition (17). Differentiating 
a(w h, v h) = a(u, v h) yields a(w~, v h) = a(ut, v h) so that the second estimate also immediately follows 
from condition (17). • 
2. THE SEMIDISCRETE SCHEME 
2.1. Stability 
We now examine a semidiscrete approximation of the solution of conditions (1)-(3), which we 
define as follows: seek u h (x, t) e L 2 (O, T; S h) such that 
(u, h + A u h - f, v h + 6A °v~)~ = 0 for all v h e S h (23) 
u h (x, 0) = u~ (x), (24) 
where u~ (x)~ S h approximates uo(x) well. 
Schemes imilar to equation (23), with G =/ ,  for hyperbolic equations in one-dimension were 
considered in Ref. [9], taking 6 = 1. Later, in Ref. [10], it was noticed that taking ~ = h yielded 
better accuracy, at least for scalar one-dimensional problems with periodic boundary conditions. 
This scheme, with G = I and 6 = h, has also been applied in Ref. [11] to a scalar one-dimensional 
nonlinear hyperbolic equation with periodic boundary conditions. Recently, a scheme similar to 
equation (23) was analyzed in Ref. [12]. Here, by introducing the matrix G into the weak 
formulation we can apply this type method to more general cases. The use of the matrix G as in 
equation (23) has been used to stabilize the usual Galerkin method, i.e. equation (23) with 6 = 0. 
See Refs [6, 17, 18] for details. 
The first result is concerned with the stability of the semidiscrete approximation. 
Theorem 2 
Let u h (x, t) denote the solution of the semidiscrete scheme (23) and (24). Let the forcing function 
f(., t) e L 2 (f2) for all t t> 0. Let condition (7) and the hypotheses of Theorem 1 be satisfied. Let 
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6 = ph for some positive constant p. Then there exist constants K > 0 and M, independent of u h, 
u~, f and h such that for any t > 0 and h sufficiently small, 
'tuhl[2<~K{e-M'(Hu~il2+h2llA°u~li~)+(e-M -1 ) o~,~,sup I] f(-, z) H02}. (25) 
Moreover, for p sufficiently small, M > 0. 
Proof. The constants Ct, i = 1 . . . . .  8, appearing in this proof are all independent of h and 6. 
Setting v h = u h in equation (23) yields 
ld  
- - -  II u h 112 + a( uh, uh) ÷ 6(Ut h, A°uh) G ---- (f, u h + 6A°uh)6 
2dr 
or, using the proof of Lemma 1, 
2dt  IIuhlI2+6(Uh''AOuh)~-1-6(1 -C '6) l lA°uhl l2+ ?s -  ~2-s ,  Iluhll2~C21lfll~, (26) 
where sl > 0 is arbitrary and where CI depends on s and C2 depends on sl. Setting v ~ = up in 
equation (23) yields 
6d  
ut + 6A ut)~, 2dr IIA°uhlI2+ Ilu~ll2+(uh'A°uh)G+tJ(uh'uh)--tC(Uh"U~)=(f--Buh' h o h 
where c(., .) is defined by equation (20). Then, using condition (11) and the fact that the elements 
of the matrices At, B, G and their first derivatives are bounded, yields 
6d  h 0h 1 2 h 2 1 2at  ]{A°uhil2+(1- C36)lluft12+ (u"'4 u )~-~/~ s21[u II~< C4~ tlflt 2, (27) 
where s2 > 0 is arbitrary and C3 depends on s2. Now, adding condition (26) to 6 times condition 
(27) yields 
1 d {11 u h II 2 + 62l] A°uh II 2} + 60  -- C3~)II up II 2 + 26(u h, A 0uh)G 
2dt 
+ 6(1 - Clt)llA°uhll2 + Cs[tUhtl 2<<, (C2 + C4)llfll 2, (28) 
where C5 = ?s -  s;-/~2s 2-(st2/4).  Clearly we may choose s, sl and s2 so that C5 > 0. Then, the 
fact that 
2 1 
II u h II 2 + 1 - C3-~ (uth' AOuh)G ÷ (1 -- C3~) 2 l[ ~°Uh l[ 2 ~ 0 
and conditions (4), (5), (7) and (28) yield 
2 dt (11 u" II 2 + 6211.4°e h It2) + C, - C6 ~ II u h 112 ÷ 62C7 II A°u" II 2 ~< (C2 + C J  II fl12, 
where C6 = (Cl + C3 + C7)#2# 2 and C7 is a constant o be chosen later. Then, 
d h (ll u 112 + 62 II A °uh II 2) + M(H u h [I 2 + 62]l A°u h ]] 2) ~< Ca II fll 2, (29) 
where Cs = 2(C2 + C4) and 
M ffi 2C7ffi 2 ( c'h2 -- (C, + C3)fl2]~2~2~ 
/ \ 
Then, using condition (4), setting 6 = ph and the Gronwall inequality ields condition (25). Also, 
since (62/h 2) =- P2, by choosing p sufficiently small, we have that M > 0. • 
Actually, to derive condition (25), we need not require that condition (12) holds with a positive 
constant ?s since over finite time intervals we care nothing about the sign of M. Of course, if one 
is interested in the long time behavior of the solution of the differential equation (1) or of the 
scheme (23), one must be much more careful in following the signs of the constants appearing in 
the above proof, and in particular, of M. 
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The above theorem remains valid for any it = O(h), and in particular, for 3 = 0, i.e. for the 
ordinary Galerkin method. However, in case 3 = 0, a much simpler analysis yields the following 
result. 
Proposition 2 
Let 6 = 0 in the semidiscrete scheme (23) with initial condition u~ e S h and forcing function 
f(., t) E L 2 (f2) for all t I> 0. Suppose the hypotheses of Lemma 1 are satisfied. Then, for afiy t > 0, 
if ?s :/: 0 
ii Uh 110 ~ </zff= (e_M,,l u~ ii ° _1-e-M'  sup I[ f(', z)IIo) 
0~t  
where M = Ys, and if ).B = 0 
Iluhll° ~</~2 ( Ilu~ll°+ t0,,,'sup Ill(', Oil0). • 
Again, ?s in condition (12) need not be positive for the above proposition to be valid. 
2.2. Error Estimate for the Semidiscrete Scheme 
Combining the error estimate of Section 1.4 for the related stationary problem with the above 
stability result for the semidiscrete scheme provides an error estimate for the scheme (23) and (24). 
We will need to assume that the initial condition (2) can be well approximated. Specifically, we 
assume that Uo(X)~Hk+~(f2) and that we may choose a u~ (x)~ S h such that 
II u0 - u~ll0 ~< Chk+llUoIk+z. (30) 
The existence of such a uo h follows from condition (6). 
Theorem 3 
Let u and u h denote the solutions of equations (1) and (23), respectively, and let 6 = ph. Let the 
hypotheses of Theorems 1 and 2 hold and assume that for any t/> 0, u(x, t )~ H k+~ (f2). Assume 
the discrete initial condition u~ satisfies condition (30). Then there exists a constant C independent 
of h, u and u h such that if h is sufficiently small, 
II u - u h II0 ~< Chk+l /2 lU lk+l  • (31) 
Proof. If e = u -  u h, then from equations (1) and (23) we have that 
(e,, v h + 3A°vh)~ 4- a(e, v h) = 0 for all v h ~ S h. (32) 
Let eh = U h __ W h and r /=  u - w h, where w ~ is the solution of the related stationary problem a(w h, 
v h) = a(u, v h) for all v h e S h. Note that e = r / -  ~h. Then, from equation (32), 
(~,  v h + ~A °Vh)~ + a(~ h, v h) = ('1,, v* + ~A°v*)~ 
for all v h ~ S h. Thus, ~ h satisfies the difference scheme (23) with source term t/,. Then, from condition 
(25), 
II ~hlt0 ~< C (ll ¢0h II0 + 0,,,,sup II'~,(', Oil0), 
where C depends on t but not on h. Then, by the triangle inequality, 
[lell0 ~< lit/[l°+ C (lleo II0 + II r/0110 + sup II r/,(., Q I[0~. 
\ 0~t  / 
Then condition (31) follows from Corollary 1 and condition (30). Q 
We note that for the standard Galerkin method, i.e. equation (23) with 6 = 0, instead of 
condition (31), the best estimate which can be obtained is II u - u h II0 ~< Ch* In Ik+t. Furthermore, this 
estimate can be shown to be sharp. 
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3. A FULLY DISCRETE SCHEME 
We now consider a fully discrete scheme for the approximate solution of conditions (1)-(3). We 
denote the fully discrete approximation by U~ ~ S h, n = 0 , . . . ,  N, where t = nAt and where At is 
a discrete time step such that At = T/N. The discrete solution is defined by 
(U~AtUn,  vh+6A°vh)G+a(Un+2+Un,vh)=(fn+~;fn,  vh+6A°vh)~ foraU vh~S h (33) 
and U0 s S h approximates ~ well. (34) 
Paralleling the results of Sections 2.1 and 2.2, we have theorems establishing the stability of the 
scheme (33) and (34) and error estimates for its solution. 
Theorem 4 
Let the hypotheses of Theorem 2 hold. Let T = NAt. Then there exists a constant C, independent 
of h and At such that for all n ~< N 
I[o 2+ 62II A°U~ I[o 2~< C (max I[ fk [Io 2 + I[ U0 I[o 2 + t$21[ A°Uo [[o2~ • (35) tl un ~O~k~n ] 
Furthermore, for p sufficiently small, there exist ~ > 0 and C > 0 such that 
F IIUnll~o+621lA°Unilg<<.C_max IlfklIo2+ (llUol10+6 IIA°U0110) (36) 
LO~k.<n i ~A ' t  
Proof Up to a point, the proof follows that of Proposition 6 if we replace the quantities uh( ", t), 
Uh( ", t) and f(-, t) by (U~+l- Un)/At, (Un+l + Un)/2 and fin+, + fn)/2, respectively. Then, in place of 
condition (31), we find that 
1 
At (II Un+, Ilg + 62II A°U.+I II~ - II Un II~ - 62I[ A°Un Ilg) 
+ ~(11Un+, U, IIg + 6211A°(Wn+l "[- Un)I1~) ~ C II L+,/2 IIg. (37) 
Then condition (35) follows immediately. Letting 
~n--IlUnll~+6211A°Unll~ and zn= Ilfn+L/211~, (38) 
condition (37) can be written as 
(an+l - o~) + ~At(on+~ + on) ~< CAtzn, 
so that 
an ~< "~-~-~] a0 + C 0~k~nmax Zk. (39) 
Q Then condition (38) and (39) yield condition (36). 
Theorem 5 
Let n(x, t )~S and Un(x)~S h denote the solutions of conditions (1)-(3), (33) ar_d (34), 
respectively. Assume that the hypothesis of Theorems 1 and 4 hold, and that u (x, t)¢ I-P +~ (t2) 
and uua(x, t) ¢ L 2 (t2) for any t >i 0. Then there exists a constant C, independent of u, u~, h and At 
such that 
II u(., nAt) - Un II0 ~< C((At)2ll u., II0 + hk+'/~lulk+,). (40) 
Proof Let u~ = u(., nat), (ut) n = u,(., nAt) and en --- u, - Un, where u and tin are the solutions of 
conditions (I)-(3), (33) and (34), respectively. For any t >i 0, let w h (x, .)¢ S h be defined as the 
solution of: a(w h, v h) = a(u, v h) for all v h E S h. Let w n = w h (', nat), ~? = u - w h, rln = ~(', nat) and 
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E, = Un-  w, so that en = t/~- E,. Then conditions (1), (33) and the definition of w h yield 
(E~-  E, Eh + E,,¢ ¢+5AO¢ 
\ At ,¢+ bA°v h ~+a \ At 
(.+l=. ) ) 
,¢+3A°¢  c+ ,¢+~A°¢ a forall ¢~S h. 
At 
Then En satisfies the different scheme (33) with an f such that 
max Ilf, II0 ~< C ((At)21l u,,, II0 + II ~/, II0). 
O<~k<~n 
Then condition (40) follows from the stability result (35), Corollary 1 and the assumption that the 
initial data can be approximated as in condition (30). • 
4. MINIMUM DISPERSION PROPERTY OF A SCHEME 
A minimal dispersion method is one for which dissipation effects dominate dispersive ffects. 
These methods are especially useful for shock calculations as one major source of unwanted 
oscillations is thus minimized. For example, the Lax-Friedrichs finite difference method is a 
minimum dispersion method but the Lax-Wendroff and leap frog schemes are not. 
The dispersion and dissipative properties of a scheme are usually defined and studied in the 
context of the scalar initial value problem 
u,=~,ux for xeR and t>0 (41) 
and 
u(x, O) = uo(x) for x e R. (42) 
Associated with a finite difference scheme for the approximation of equation (1) and expression 
(2) is its modified equation. We call a finite difference scheme a minimum dispersion method if its 
modified equation is of the form 
W t = ~W x + C21.t(~/~X)21"tW all- C2#+1 (~/~X) 2#+1 W, 
with C2~ # 0 and # a positive integer. 
The semidiscrete scheme for conditions (41) and (42) is defined by 
h h h (ut--AUx, V -62Vhx)=O for all v h~S h (43) 
uh(x) approximates Uo(X) well. (44) 
We consider in detail the scheme (43) and (44) in the case of piecewise linear finite elements with 
respect to a uniform mesh. Denote by tkj(x), - oo ~<j <~ oo, the hat functions with respect the nodes 
xj =jh of the mesh. Then we have that u(x, t) = ZUj(t)~bj(x) for some functions Uj(t) and that we 
may choose ~bj(x) for the test functions v h. Substituting into equation (43) yields the system of 
ordinary differential equations 
1 dUn t~, 




=2---- (T+, -  T_ , IU .+-~- (  -1 -2To+ T+,)U. 
2h 
(45) 
where Tk Uj = Uj+k is the usual translation operator. We then have the following result. 
Theorem 6 
The modified equation associated with equation (45) is given by 
w, = 2w x - 522h2w ... .  + --~ h22262 - h 4 Wxxxx~. (46) 
Thus, the finite element scheme (43) and (44) using continuous piecewise linear polynomials with 
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respect o a uniform mesh is a minimum dispersion method. Moreover, the scheme is dissipative 
of order 4 and, at the nodes, is accurate of order O(rh 2) = O(h3). 
Proof Let ~)(t, 0 )= ZUj(t)e ijh°. Taking the discrete Fourier transform of equation (45) yields 
, .  
ot(hO) ~ (hO, t) = fl(hO) ~)(hO, t), (47) 
Ol 
where 
ot(hO) = ½ [cos(hO) + 2] + h i sin(hO) 
2226 
fl(hO) = ~ i sin(h0) + ~ [cos(h0) - 11. 
Expanding ~ and fl into Taylor series yields 
ot(hO) = [1 - (h0)2/6 + (h0)4/72 + 0(h606)] + i6~2 h [hO - (h0)3/6 + (h0)5/120 + 0(h707)] (48) 
fl(hO)=i~[hO-(hO)3/6+(hO)5/120+O(hT07)] - ~226 [(h0)2 _ (hO),/12+O(hr06)]. (49) 
Letting D = d/dx, since (DJw),~ =(iO)Jw, equations (47)-(49) gives us a nonstandard modified 
equation for (45) 
(I + )~rO + (hO)2/6 + 26h203/6 + (hO)4/72)w, 
= 2 [I + 26D + (hD)2/6 + 26h:D3/12 + (hD)4/120] Dw. (50) 
We put this into standard form by formally inverting the operator on the left hand side. When 
simplified, this calculation gives equation (46). Then, the minimum dispersion property follows by 
definition and the order of dissipativity and accuracy follow from standard finite difference 
definitions [19]. • 
An "ultra" minimum dispersion method can be formulated by eliminating the leading dispersive 
term, e.g. the 5th derivative term in equation (46). To this end, consider the method 
h h h (u,-2Ux, V -26v~-avh)=O forall vh~S h, (51) 
where we again consider piecewise linear finite element spaces and where a is chosen to eliminate 
the 5th derivative term in equation (46). The modified equation for equation (51) is 
622h 2 2 { 2262h 2 h 4)1.5 
w,=2wx 12-~--~r)w .... +-~\,6_----~2 , w .... . .  
so that if we pick tr = 1 - (15)1/262/h we will obtain a method with positive dissipation whose 
modified equation is given by 
).h 3 
w, = ).wx 12(15)1/2 w .... + #rw ...... • 
Thus, dispersion effects are, at the least, confined to a 7th-derivative t rm. 
By an analogous calculation to the proof of the above theorem one may arrive at the following 
general result. 
Theorem 7 
Let S h be the usual finite element space spanned by the smoothest B-splines of even order, i.e. 
of odd degree. Then the finite element scheme (43) is a minimum dispersion method. • 
We close by pointing out that the scheme (43) with & = 0, i.e. the standard Galerkin method 
is a conservative scheme, i.e. is nondissipative, and therefore is not a minimum dispersion scheme. 
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